BEING A GOOD HUMAN.
BY AARAV

Right now, I am going to give you steps in how to be a very good human!

Step 1:
First, you need to respect other people, especially elders. You can respect them by helping them when they are struggling. You want to know something? You can respect people by saying "Good morning" or "Good afternoon", you could invite them into your house maybe.

Step 2:
Next, you have to have a good living. Better to be a firefighter or a police or a doctor and more things that save people’s lives. Do not get into those jobs for money. Use your brain and smartness to look more at the important people’s lives and not the useless money!

Step 3:
Then, you have to start understanding what and how your family is. A normal, good human would be visiting his relatives and family every single time he has a chance. Sometimes if you don’t visit your family and relatives, they might be worried about you. Sometimes, when they do not even know where you are, they panic so much you can see it in their eyes!

Step 4:
Step 4 is all about responsibility. You have to be responsible to everything someone gives you as a gift, to borrow or take care of. You have to be responsible if someone gets it or steals it, you have to run after it and take it back. That is what a true human always does.
Step 5: 
Step 5 is all about honesty. You have to be honest with everyone (not with robbers! or bad people)! But your mom or dad or grand parents you have to be honest. Example: Your name is Brian, you love Baseball. You were playing in your backyard with your friends. The ball is coming at you, and then you smash it with your wooden bat. It goes soaring through the air like an eagle. Oops.. It hits your granny’s window and breaks it. Your granny peeks outside. Quickly you hand your bat to your friend Isaac. “Who was that?” hollers your granny. Your friend Isaac helps you lie “It was me I am really sorry”. “Come on, we have unbreakable security cameras! She checked the cameras and said “Brian, you lied to me, you are grounded for half the month, not because you smashed the window, but for lying. The great, great good lesson is: always listen to your family!!!!
Boom! Boom! That story finished! Next step!
Step 6:
Don’t make excuses to older people than you. It is bad. Here is an example: You live in a farm, Your name is Emma. There are new sheeplings in the farm. You have to take care of the 4 cute and little sheeplings. “time to feed them” Emma thought. When she had gotten there, 1 sheepling had gone missing. “Oh no”, Emma told Dad about the mystery. Dad said “Let’s see the cameras”. In it, Emma was sleep walking and opening the door for it! “But D-A-D, I did not do it on purpose”. “No excuses Emma” said dad. Emma was heartbroken. Lesson: No excuses to older people!

Step 7:
Step 7 is all about being serious. Example, you can be serious by not fooling around at your school. It’s good to be serious, but don’t be a mean serious. Be a really kind serious!
Step 8:
Loyalty. Loyalty means you are loyal to other people. Here is a story example. Your name is Marcus. You have a very close to you BFF. His name is Noah. He also has another friend. You and Noah get into a fight. Noah does not talk to you. Noah is not being loyal to you. This is a saying of loyalty “the one that is loyal to is not the one you met first, but the one that never left your side”.